Lighter Side

I

A Simpler Time

t seems as if the older I get, the more
I appreciate my past. I guess it is only
natural because as humans, we never
seem to be totally satisfied. When we are
young, we want to be older. When we
were totally carefree at age 14, we wanted
to be 16 so we could drive. When we got
our drivers’ licenses and cars of our own,
we wanted to graduate high school so we
could go to college or get jobs. Next, we
wanted to be 21 so we could be our own
bosses. I am not saying it is bad to set
goals and strive to make your life better
but now that I have spent my life working, meeting deadlines and solving problems, I realize how much has changed,
not just in my life but in the world. I now
spend more time looking back and realizing just how lucky I was to grow up when I did.
My father has been gone now for 27 years. I never gave
any thought to the fact that one day he might not be there but
suddenly, he was gone. He worked hard to provide for our
family; I never realized how hard. He was a common laborer
in a time when common laborers made up a large portion of
the workforce. I am sure he and my mother had many late
night conversations as to where the next dollar was coming
from but my brother and I never heard those words. We were
always warm and clean and we never went hungry. I did not
realize how simple the world was at that time.
We never had excess money for luxury but my father’s
one vice was his love of movies; he was a real movie nut.
When I was a young boy, we spent many Saturdays at the
movies. At that time, there were no movie complexes but
rather what seemed like a movie theater on every street
corner. Theaters had names like the “Strand,” the “State,” the
“Capitol,” the “Bijou” and the “Olympic.” While they were
not chain theaters, I feel confident that theaters across the
country had similar names.
I grew up in the age of the double feature, which was
the practice of theaters to show two movies, one right after
the other, for the price of one in order to draw customers.
Saturday was also normally western day and we could count
on double feature westerns at every theater. Now, if a double
feature was a good idea, my dad believed that a double
double feature had to be a super great idea.
We often caught the early double feature at one theater,
followed by a couple of hot dogs and a root beer at the local
hot dog stand. We normally finished just in time to catch the
next double feature at another theater just down the street.
In case you are not good at math, that was four western movies in one day. It normally took my eyes at least two hours to
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adjust to the sun when we finally got
out of the theater late in the afternoon.
I had forgotten those times until
recently, when I had to rise in the
middle of the night for some outpatient surgery that was scheduled for
the crack of dawn. As I waited for my
wife to finish dressing, I flicked on the
TV and flipped through the channels,
finally stopping on the western channel. My dad would have loved the western channel. It features cowboy movies
24 hours a day, seven days a week. As
I sat, watching the black and white
movie dance across my TV screen, I
smiled to myself as I thought of how
much simpler life once was.
The plot of the old cowboy movies
was pretty basic. Normally, it either involved a herd of horses
or cows, with an occasional flock of sheep tossed in for good
measure. It seems as if the animals were often rustled and
located in a place called “Box Canyon.” The bad guys came
in large groups but only one or two of them had names like
“Tex,” “Rocky” or “Kid”; the rest were just referred to as “the
boys.” If they weren’t riding the range at breakneck speed or
setting up an ambush outside of Box Canyon, you could find
them downing shots of liquor at the local bar. Their boss was
normally the owner of a big spread outside of town, called
something like the “Double-Bar” or the “Lazy Z.”
The good guys not only wore white hats but they had
names like “Rusty,” “Luke” or “Rex” and they never had a
last name or any visible signs of support. They just appeared
out of the blue, ready to help some old guy save his ranch.
Now, without fail, the old guy always had a young, beautiful
daughter with two proper sounding names like “Mary Beth”
or “Elisabeth Ann.” She had a different dress on in every
scene and, at least once in every movie, wound up in a runaway buckboard.
During the final gun battle and there always was a final
gun battle, no one ever reloaded or ran out of bullets. It was
nothing to fire 15 to 20 rounds out of a six shot revolver and
in spite of all the lead flying around, I never remember a
horse getting shot. The sheriff, the marshal or the rangers
always arrived just as the last shot was fired. They always
arrested the remaining bad guys without an investigation,
asking any questions or reading anybody rights. There was
no nudity and no political message or two cowboys holding
hands as the sun went down. It was a simpler time, when
good won over evil: when God, country, family and the law
mattered. Things constantly change but not always for the
better.
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